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Introduction
At grandcentrix we have a clear vision:

Everything that can be
connected will be
connected.
And we have a clear mission:

We want to make IoT
affordable and available.

Background
We at grandcentrix, a 100% subsidiary of Vodafone
Germany, see ourselves as the “Henry Ford of IoT”.
We did not invent IoT, but we industrialize IoT, just
as Henry Ford brought the automobile to
widespread use via mass production. At a time when
analysts were already predicting 50 billion
connected devices by 2020, we knew - it can't and
won't work that way. As one of the pioneers of largescale IoT production, we had already connected the
Tonie boxes in every child's room, Miele washing
machines, Viessmann heaters and knew: IoT
projects are complex and not many companies are
willing and able to secure project success with the
necessary, high seven-figure project budgets.
Few customers and complex, and risky projects thus
prevented rapid deployment. Standard networking
products were not an alternative because they were
often unsuitable for the application in question or
simply too expensive due to the universality aimed
for with products. Furthermore, the underlying
technologies were not yet mature enough for global
applications. Public cellular mobile communications
were too expensive for most applications and
required a lotof power. In fixed and Wi-Fi networks,
complex registration processes reduced activation
rates and reliable availability. Bluetooth required
pairing processes with a smartphone or gateway.
Free wireless solutions such as the ISM band do not
provide quality-of-service, and heterogeneous
regulation prevents international deployment.
LoRaWAN networks are supposedly cost-free, but
require costly infrastructure, resources to operate,
and especially are not usable internationally.
Specialized IoT networks like Sigfox also have
uncertain quality-of-service, are not globally usable,
and yet generate costs of €10/year/device for
smaller numbers. Then there are similarly long lists
of limitations and obstacles on the device and
platform side.
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In addition, the one-time production of a connected
product is not enough because operation, further
development, and maintenance “Life Cycle
Management” must also be considered as well as,
finally, maintenance costs, which often significantly
increase the total costs of ownership (TCO).
Our conclusion: rapid and widespread deployment
will not take place unless stable, globally available,
low-cost connectivity can be built upon and, at the
same time, IoT productions can be industrialized.
IoT productions must therefore be manufactured
with a focus on longevity, operation, security, and
failure safety, and this at a significantly reduced total
cost of ownership (TCO) from design, development,
further development and operation.
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IoT Professional
Services
IoT is the exclusive business field of grandcentrix.
Within IoT, grandcentrix has the claim to be able to
cover all necessary disciplines and thus, on the one
hand, to complement the development activities of
our customers as a central partner and, in
particular, to take over the overall responsibility in
complex IoT development and operation projects.

development teams consist of experts from our
competence centers:
-

Systems and Infrastructure for building platforms
or integrating (backend) systems
Human Computer Interaction for the
implementation of mobile apps (iOS and Android)
Data Science for the construction of data lakes,
data supply and data analysis
Embedded Devices for embedded hardware and
firmware development as well as approvals
Device Connectivity for the provision of cellular
connectivity and provisioning processes
Manufacturing & Supply Chain for the production
of connected products (also as boxed product)

As well as our Quality Assurance, Cybersecurity, and
Operations support areas. The teams are formed
together according to the task and then work
predominantly for a project, whereby we implement
cross-project code reviews and quality assurance
measures.

End-to-end competence
from a single source: Based
on proven building blocks,
individually tailored,
implemented in an agile
manner.

The interaction of the various technology disciplines
is essential for successful IoT projects. At
grandcentrix, we have established and have access
to all relevant disciplines internally. This enables us
to assume overall responsibility for projects. Not all
disciplines have to be taken over by grandcentrix.

grandcentrix has over 600 person-years of
experience in the implementation and operation of
IoT projects and a leading market position as an IoT
solution provider in Europe. Customers of
grandcentrix are the leading German-speaking
medium-sized companies (“hidden champions”) as
well as solidly financed start-ups (from Series A)
with the demand of high-quality IoT productions.
Our customers benefit from our long and diverse IoT
project experience and in particular from our many
years of experience in operating IoT platforms and
complete solutions for companies such as Miele, VZug, Bucher or Knorr-Bremse.

Usually, our clients name areas in which they want
to provide services themselves or build up
expertise, or even partners with whom we already
work. All remaining areas of expertise can be
mapped to the grandcentrix competence centers,
allowing for a lean project implementation with
centralized responsibility. We typically work with
agile methods and provide product owners, scrum
masters or user experience experts. The
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Cellular (LPWAN):
The “game changer”
With the global introduction of LPWAN in public
networks, an essential prerequisite for professional
IoT solutions has been created for us because with
the performance features
-

Global availability
Quality of Service, licensed frequency band
Power saving operation
Good building penetration
Attractive cost of connectivity

the disadvantages of today's device networking
technologies have finally been eliminated.
This was a starting signal for us to get involved with
public LPWA networks (low-power WAN,
narrowband IoT and Cat-M) optimized for IoT
applications and to take advantage of the
opportunities
offered
by
international
standardization to increase efficiency. Here we have
built up expertise and partnerships with module and
network partners at an early stage, invested
considerable effort in integration into the Vodafone
network as well as in load and endurance tests, and
are continuously working on end-to-end optimized
device and network components that are brought
into the projects as platform-as-a-service.
We invest in the integration of Vodafone's network
and in load and endurance tests, and work
continuously on end-to-end optimized device and
network components that are used in the projects as
a platform-as-a-service.
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Project experience
plus components
In addition to the project work, grandcentrix has
made considerable investments in a “component
strategy” over the last few years with Vodafone
funds. The result of this investment is that services
that previously required project work and therefore
entailed corresponding costs and risks can now be
licensed as components or used as a service (PaaS).
This makes IoT significantly more cost-effective and
now also accessible to the broad mid-market
Service infrastructure, which we can also make
available to our customers. In this way, our partners
benefit from additional points of contact, our
customers benefit from qualified pre-selection, and
we all benefit from successful projects that
accelerate
market
growth.
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On the device side (embedded) grandcentrix com
modules, gateways, gateway blueprints with
corresponding firmware libraries or firmware SDK
have been created. But also, the local infrastructure
for a deep integration into the SMD production, with
which IT security and tests are already implemented
in the production, is a vivid example for such a
component. And reliable components have also
been built for the interaction of the terminal device
and the telecommunications network.
Reliably provisioning the SIM card to the devices eg
in China, setting up device and user management for
fleet control, ensuring OMA-standardized data
communication via an already established and
operated LwM2M server with additional encryption
(DTLS), or having already implemented a firmware
over the air (FOTA) update as a service not only
means considerable savings for IoT projects, but
also correspondingly shorter project runtimes and
thus a significantly reduced implementation risk.
Last but not least, the process also involves stable
onboarding, i.e., registering the devices in the field
and assigning them in user management, or
transporting the device data reliably and securely to
various (backend) infrastructures. Our onboarding
apps for Android and iOS or our platform adapters
for MQTT and AMQP provide prefabricated
components that can be deployed quickly and costeffectively.
An essential aspect of grandcentrix's component
strategy is that all elements can be used individually,
but together they are coordinated and can be used
functionally as part of end-to-end offerings. In this
respect, our component-based offering is not
comparable to the individual offerings of other
network operators (connectivity/provisioning),
hardware providers (modules or gateways) or other
IoT providers, since an integration service and a
clear demarcation or assignment of responsibility is
always required here.

Products
and Solutions
To make the entry into IoT even easier and more
cost-effective, we are also currently working on
(standard) products and solutions, such as the
Narrowband+ service offered via Vodafone, a
combined offering of security, provisioning, and
connectivity services for the cellular mobile
communications standard NB-IoT, or
corresponding systems and products.
Our connectivity board:

instant connectivity via
Narrowband-IoT and LTE-M.

If you would like to learn more about us and our
service offerings, please feel free to contact us!
grandcentrix GmbH
- a Vodafone Company Holzmarkt 1
D-50676 Cologne – Germany
+49 (0)221 677 860 0
hello@grandcentrix.net
grandcentrix.net
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